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Weavers of Orlando
July-August 2005
Volume 29,Issue 4

GUILD CALENDAR:
(Meetings are held at 10:00
a.m. on the first Saturday of
each month at the Maitland
Arts Center, unless otherwise
noted .)

•

~Warping Unconven-

tional Looms" by Berna
Lowenstein

(2nd Saturday due to holiday)
•

August 6 "Tri-axial Weaving" by Ann Revels (Miniworkshop to follow )
* See NOTE below

•

September 10 "Beaded
Edges and Fringe" by Eva
Walsh (Mini-workshop to
follow)
(2nd Saturday due to holiday)
October 1 ''My Life as a
Weaver" by Sarah Saulson workshop Sept 30 to Oct 2
on "Controlling Yow: Cloth
with Color and Density"

•

November 5 "Rug Twining''

by Jan Beck
(All-Occasion Card Exchange)

•

December 10 Annual Holiday Luncheon - the Holiday

Inn, Altamonte Springs.

2nd Saturday due to Holiday Sale
January 2006.. .Daryl Lancaster's
workshop on creating a jacket
with yow: handwoven fabric!

* NOTE
Au ust 6th: Ann says
those who plan to stay
for the tri-axial miniworkshop should bring
scissors and lots of
pins, preferably with
big glass heads. All
else will be SU lied.

A Message from the Guild's President
world did all those long ago
If there is one thing
weavers get their plaids and
this guild knows how to do,
twills so square on basic
it's party! We certainly did
looms with simple measurthat at Berna's house in
May. Berna Lowenstein and ing devices?
her husband Greg hosted our
June brought us
whole gang for one long gab
Jane ... McLean, that is, with
fest and eat-a-thon; and for
her wonderful program on
that we thank them. You
Renaissance
of Color and
know how some guilds jury
really how her own clothing
people in? Well for ours, I
is born. Jane is amazing.
think you have to be able to
She gave us all sorts of ideas
cook or shop, ha, ha. We
when she explained how and
also held our Tartan Towel
where she puts special deExchange, ably presided
over by Sample Chairperson sign elements, how she puts
her patterns together, deterCarol Maier. Everyone who
participated was thrilled with mines her structure and selects her color. Then she
their "new" towels and we
moves on to embellishing
all came away with a true
and jewelry to match. Wow!
appreciation for everyone
who has woven that type of We had a really good turnout
for this summer meeting and
fabric before. When I think
I know everyone enjoyed it.
of all the fancy equipment
we have today, how in the

I hope you all (I'm
becoming southern) have a
safe and fun 4th and we'll
see you on July 9th for Unconventional Warping with
Berna Lowenstein. Any
unconventional warping inbetween will be at my
house. Hers is the right
way. Take care.
-Karen Simpson

Have a Fun Fourth ofJu!, ...
andPrt:J awqy all those scary
hurricanes!

No Meeting Minutes from Mqy's Guild Picnic
There were no formal minutes taken for the
May meeting and picnic, as it was a social occasion and a chance to relax, eat great food, and
talk with friends Afterwards, several of us visited Roxanne's place and her alpaca with their
new babies, known as "cria." What pretty

faces! She has invited the guild to her home
for next year's picnic.....now that will be a
'down on the farm' event to remember!
How many of you have tried spinning her
alpaca fiber yet? Want to know more about
'paca' wool? See the article on page 5.

J.
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Persona/ Notes from (or about) our Members

I would like to thank all those
who caUed or sent wonderful
Our greatest auet... a messages, cards and emails
cirde offriend.rll
while 1 have been recovering
from surgery. I am doing wefT-almost back to normal--and
have begun weaving again. I so do apprecrate the
many good friends I have had the opportunity to
~et and the inspiration and knowledge 1 have acquired through Weavers of Orlando. I hope to become a more active member in the not too distant
future as my better health permits . ... Sonja Hyduke

xxxxxxxxxx
Hi Weavers,
Thanks for your cards, calls, visits,
hosp ital visits, prepared foods, and
transportation during and after my
back to back, back surgeries 20 days
apart. Many thanks for your prayers.
They were answered as I am home
and doing welL
Blessings,
Garnet Knoblock

xxxxxxxxxx

Buzzie Anderson continues to improve after her heart attack. Her son
A Special Thank You to former member Mary
Barrie is also improving slowly.
Kratky who donated some of her weavings to be
Come
back soon, Buzzief
used for guild cards and for Joy to use with the new
weavers groups.
Continue to remember Ann NonCongratulations to Susan Boykin on the sale of the nally's son Scott who is fighting
bladder cancer and currently doing
"big house'' and her upcoming marriage to John
well.
Vezenia ...have you set the date yet, Susan?

Evelyn Pirson is recovering from a
recent spinal implant. She is doing
well. Keep her in your thoughts and
prayers. Her address is 250 Plantation Drive, Titusville, FL 327&0
Jan Beck's husband Jim is undergoing a bone marrow transplant at
Shan& in Gainesville. Keep both of
them in your thoughts and prayers
these next few months.

Sandy Lazarus' daughter,
Karen Cardozo, continues her
treatment following.a bone marrow transplant. Check out her
blog page. WWW.Cardozo.org/
karen to keep up to date.

Betry } Summer Calendar- (Remember to Call and Visii:)
JULY

July 3rd- 9th
....Sandy Lazarus
th
July 10th - 16
... Joy Bergman
July 17th - 23 rd
.. . Bev Tave!
July 24th- 30th
... Mary Adolph
July 31 SI- August 6 th
... Susan Boykin

AUGUST
August 7ih- 13 th
... LaVonne Robertson
th
August 14th -20
... Kay Lee
August 21 SI - 27th
. . . Garnet Knoblock
d
August28 th-September 3'
... Diane Click

SEPTEMBER

September 4 ih - I 0th
.. .Jane McLean
September 11 th - 17th
.. . Ann Revels
September 18th - 24th
. .. Gloria Corbet
st
September 25 th - Oct. l
.. . Cynthia Starr

I Weavers of Orlando Board Members
President. ..
VP Programs...

Mary Burns (352) 343-2848

VP Programs 2006... Cynthia Starr chstarr@beflsouth.net
(386) 734-7618
Secretary...

Susan Boykin
susan.boykin@worldnet.att.net

Treasurer...

Sharing, learning and
working together_

Karen Simpson
starweaver@myexcel.com (941) 792-1635

Berna Lowenstein
bema.lowenstein@oracle.com

Demonstrations.. .•.. - · -. . ..
Historian ... ... ............ .. .
Hospitality ... .. ... . .... .. ·-··
Library ... .. ..... .. ... . ........
Membership ... .............. .
Newsletter . . . . . ... . ..... .. ... .
Publicity, Special Projects & Exhibits .. .
Samples & Exchanges,,,,,,.
Web Mistress & Guild E-mail.. .

Sonya Barriger
Jan Beck
Sandy Lazarus
Mary Adolph
Joy Bergman
Marilyn Frew
Ann Revels
Carol Maier
BevTavel

,.
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Where Are They? (Or Where Are They Going?
SANDY LAZARUS: Returned
in May from a fabulous trip to
Costa Rica (ask her about it).
Now she is once again in CO
with her daughter Karen, who
has been released earlier than
expected from the hospital.
She is finding time to explore
Denver this time, though.
JEAN ALBERS: Has recovered
enough from knee surgery to
take a long-awaited Mediterranean cruise to include Italy, and
the Greek Islands!
JUNE ATKINSON: Has been
on another walking tom, this
time seeing the Cotswolds, on
the border between England
and Wales, and then the sunshine of Italy!

RUDEll & GERALD KOPP:
Are off on an adventure in the
NW, to include Portland, OR, and
Victoria, Vancouver, and Banff in
western Canada.

KAY CALLAGHAN: Has just
returned from Pittsburgh, this time·
with AIL her belongings... she is
now officially moved back to FLl
LINDA PUSHEE: Traveled with
Ron to NH in their 'new' (old) RV
and will spend the summer in a
cabin. on. a lake (without running
water~
JEWEL BLEDSOE: Has retumed
to WV with her husband and son
for. another. summer. in. the moWl.tains.

Where is Tse-whit-zen? *
The Seattle Times recently ran
a series on an archaeological
site near Port Angeles on the
coast of Washington. Inhabitants of the region were the
ancestors of the Klallam Tribe
dating from 400 to 2000 years
ago. One of the more intriguing finds at the dig was a spindle whorl made from a whale
vertebrae. Used to spin wool
from mountain goats , or perhaps twine from nettle fibers,
the spindle whorl was rotated
like a flywheel on the leg. Still
in perfect condition, workers
immediately understood its
purpose. The Klallam people
also spun yarn from the hair of
dogs, mixing the short fibers
with mountain goat wool, the

"Lord Jo""'kar

LAVONNE & PAUL ROBERTSON: Recently enjoyed another
visit with family in AZ

down of geese, ducks and gulls,
and the cottony fluff from fireweed and cattail spikes. The
Klallams may have traded the
yam, or woven it into blankets.

* Pronounced ch-WHEET-son, on
the shore ofthe Strait ofJ11an de
F11ca on Puget S011nd in the state of
Washington.

Ear!J residents ofTse-whitZ!n 11Sed EWPart ofthe
whaks they speared.

Pkase keep Bev injof'111ed ofyour travel pfanJ_.so w
all share vicario11s!J!

=

scheduled to include a visit to
the outstanding textile museum
there.

ANN NUNNALY: Has been
traveling with her husband in
Eastern Europe (Bucharest, Budapest, Prague). But first they saw
Paris! Can't wait to heat about it.

EVA WALSH: Is visiting in
the Seattle area this summer.

BARBARA PAGE: Is again summering in the mountains of NC.
She has been enjoying the Black
Mountain Music Festivals.

MARY BURNS: Is going to
Belgium in August and has
promised to bring back chocolate!!

ANNE MACKENZIE: Is home
in northern Ontario, where it is
daylight until almost midnight
these days-. She is-recovering well
from her GYN surgery.
DIANE CLICK: Has ptans for a:
"birding" expedition with her husband to South Africa in the fall.
Hope she finds time for some
fiber expeditions!

"The happiest of people
don't necessarily have the
best of everything; they just
make the best of everything
that comes along their
way. "

BERNA LOWENSTEIN and
Greg have a trip to Indianapolis

Changes/Additions to Your Address Book
(clip andpasteO
Phone Number Addition:
Gloria Corbet
352-483-0570 (home)

(this is also her new mailing
address; phone number is the
same)

Change of Address:
Susan Boykin and
John Vezenia
I 0723 Masters Drive
Clermont, Fl 34711

New email addresses:
Susan Boykin
susanboykin@comcast.net
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(June 2005 Guild Meeting Minutes)

Weavers of Orlando

President Karen Simpson called the meeting to order at 10 a.
m. on June 4, 2005. She thanked Berna (and hubby Greg) for
hosting the picnic and said it was a huge success. Beverly
brought a guest, Margo.

Officer & Committee Reports:
• Treasurer Berna reports we "have money".
• Mary Bums, Program ChairNP reports there are still spaces in the upcoming October workshop with Sarah Saulson, "Controlling Fabric with fiber and density.
• Cynthia Starr, next year' s Program Chair, reports the sign up sheet for the Daryl Lancaster January workshop will
be at the September meeting.
• President Karen Simpsonreported that we definitely are getting Karen Selk in January 2007 for her fantastic silk
workshop so start saving your pennies for this one.
• Membership, Joy Bergman didn't have anything to report except we have wonderful members.
11
• Sonya Barriger, demonstration chair, said we have an upcoming demo at the library on June lst to do Kumihimo
for two hours.
• Sandy Lazarus, our hospitality chair, thanked Jane McLean, Mariella Brink, and Maureen Montes for bringing
goodies, along with everyone else who just showed up with goodies. She also reported that her daughter, Karen,
is doing very well.
• Samples/Exchange chair Carol Maier reminded everyone of the November exchange: all occasion cards with the
requirements being: 3 cards with envelopes, two for exchange and one for the guild. If you would like to sign up
or have questions, call Carol. She also has newsletter samples for the rest of the year but wiJJ welcome any for
next year. President Karen said the samples are something we all look forward to in the newsletter.
• Librarian Mary Adolph said we have new additions to our library: Karen Selk' s Silken Kaleidoscope workshop
notebook donated by Mary Kratky, a former member. Joy Bergman also donated Melinda Selander's Swedish
Swatch Samples: blue, green, and yellow with the actual fabric samples. She also gave a report of interesting
books, other than books just with drafts, for reading: the book about Jack Larson donated by Berna Lowenstein;
a book about Navajo Blanket weaving donated by Linda Pushee; and a book about Handwoven Coverlets from
New York State. Karen suggest Mary report on "interesting" books more often.
• Beverly Tavel, our Web mistress and Holiday Sale Chair, reported that we are in the process of changing our web
site so it will be easier to access. She will let us know when the change is made. For our annual Holiday Sale she
reported we have the first weekend in December at the Donnelly House, but we won't have access on Thursday
to do the pricing, etc. so we will do that at June Atkinson' s house.
• Publicity Chair Ann Revels had nothing to report, said she's just glad to be here today.
• Newsletter editor Marilyn Frew says to send her stuff for the newsletter. If you only have an idea for something,
let her know and she' ll come up with an article.
Berna Lowenstein said she will be going to the Indianapolis Museum of Art and hopefully will have something to report about their re-opening. They usually have a good textile exhibit.
We need to keep Jan Beck and her husband, Jim, in our thoughts and prayers as they are in Gainesville where he will
be undergoing bone marrow transplant.
Roxanne Nickerson brought in a yarn blocker "free to good home". She also reported that Harbor Freight in Casselberry had generic "Ott" lights for sale for a fraction of the cost and they are as good as the ' real' thing.

~

n

We had an inspiring " Show & Tell". Meeting, then adjourned for Jane McLean' s program on
"A Renaissance of Color," which Jud Martin helped with, as she couldn' t speak well due to al-

c;::~

l -'.,

~~
~

lergy.
Respectfully submitted by Joy Bergman

L in absence of Secretary Susan Boykin
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A Bit of Alpaca Fleece Info
By Deborah Tabor (of Southeastern VA Spinners)
Everyone has " heard" of
Alpaca fleece. Most often I ·
bear of someone receiving a
sweater as a gift or just knowing someone who knits or
spins alpaca. And the comments are usually good-"l
love that sweater. I've had it
for years". Or I'll hear"alpaca is so soft!" And alpaca really is soft. Real alpaca
is luxuriously soft. Alpaca is
advertised as being as soft as
silk, warmer than wool, lightweight yet durable. However
there are various grades and
blends of alpaca on the market to purchase. Some are not
100% alpaca. Hopefully this
infonnation will help those
who want to explore using
alpaca to be a better informed
purchaser of alpaca products.
Around the world alpaca is
considered a high quality
fleece that is used in manufacturing of the very finest
clothes, especially in Italy and
Japan. Coats and suits made
of alpaca are very "in" and
stylish. The New York garment market is seeing a strong
increase in sales of alpaca
suits and accessories--the luster and fineness of worsted
alpaca makes a visually appealing and lightweight garment The fashion industry is
incorporating alpaca in their
product lines because of it
being luxurious, durable and
having excellent thermal
qualities.
Alpaca fleece is considered a rare fleece in that its
availability is much less than
that of most other fleeces. The
world production of alpaca is
equivalent only to cashmere
and angora. For this reason its

value is, of course, higher. To
cut down on expense, and
therefore price, some manufacturers blend in other less
soft fibers in the yarn. Most
often the blend includes llama
hair. Almost every fiber available can and has been used to
blend in with alpaca. This
produces a soft yarn but it is
not as soft as the 100% alpaca
would be. These blends can
be very practical for a specific
project or a desired effect. But
some manufactures claim they
are selling 100% alpaca when
in actuality it is not.
The softest fleece on the
alpaca comes from the blanket which includes the back
and sides. This is called prime
fleece. The neck, leg and
stomach fleece, though still
soft, is not considered prime
fleece. Prime fleece is the
most sought after fleece for
garments that touch the skin.
The leg and stomach fleece is
used for rugs, wall hangings,
and felt. The best way to be
sure one is getting the best
quality fleece or yarn is to
purchase from a local alpaca
farmer. Spinning alpaca
yourself ensures a good quality yarn. Or simply ask if it is
a blend if buying from a resel-

ler or internet vendor. Sometimes they might not even
know-best to find it elsewhere, unless of course it
doesn' t matter if it is desired
for a specific project. There
are many reputable sellers on
the internet who have quality
fleece at reasonable- prices.
Fleeces that aren't yet picked
of debris usually sell for less
than those cleaned and
picked. Bouncing fleece on a
screen or mesh works really
well at removing dirt and debris. Carding takes care of
the rest.
Alpaca fleece does not
contain lanolin and does not
have to be washed before
spinning. After it is spun, the
yarn can then be washed.
There are some spinners who
reportedly wash the fleece
j ust to brighten it even further
and prefer the feel of washed
fleece. It is simply a matter
of preference. Because of
alpaca' s fineness it should be
spun faster to create more
twist. This produces a nice
soft durable yarn.
The fineness of fleece varies with each animal. Just
rummaging through an assortment of fleeces or yams will

prove likewise. Selective
picking for that special project is your best bet. Most
breeders know their animals
and can steer you in the right
direction for what you're
looking for .
So if you're looking to
make a warm, soft, snuggable
throw or a pair of mittens or
socks, alpaca is a very desirable fiber. Whether one
spins, knits, crochets or
weaves, good alpaca fleece
can be delightful to work
with. The end product is of
high quality and a pleasure to
wear and touch. Because alpaca is water resistant, place
mats are also a popular product. Alpaca comes in 22 different colors and can also be
easily dyed as well as
blended.

A week-old cria
in a VA pasture.

(Roxanne's babies are just as.
sweet! You have to see them!)

507 FmumdinaStNW
Palm B~, FL 32907

P/xJnr. 321-674-9020

Email· 111!frn@,earthlin/e.11et

Wooly Humor
http://home.cfl.rr.com/weaversoforlando/
WE'RE ON THE WEB!!

WORDS OF WISDOM FOR WOMEN .. .OR NOT!
Nobody can make you feel inferior without your permission.
-Eleonor RooseveltIn politics, if you want anything said, ask a man. If you want anything done, ask a woman.
-Margaret ThatcherLaugh and the world laughs with you. Cry and you cry with your girlfriends.
-Laurie KuslanskyThings are going to get a lot worse before they get worse.
-Lily TomlinThe hardest years in life are those between ten and seventy.
- Helen Hayes (at 73)Inside every older lady is a younger lady -- wondering what the hell happened.
-Cora Harvey Armstrong-

Plan Now far the 2005Holiday Sale! December 2nd, 3rd, 4th

¥011 sho11/d be pkmning ,ww
f or all the ho~ 1110119 yo11
&all malufrom the Saki!/

Last year the Weavers
of Orlando Holiday Sale under the leadership of Ann
Nunnally was a wonderful
success, both for individual
sellers and for our guild as a
whole, grossing nearly
$10,000 in sales. The Chairperson for this year's Sale is
Bev Tave!, and she and her
committee will be happy to
answer all questions for those
who have never taken the
plunge and sold their creations.
Applications are available for
this year's Sale to be held in
Mount Dora at the Donnelly
House, across the street from

the building we have used the
last two years. The dates are
Friday to Sunday, December
2nd to 4th with NO Thursday
set up and sale this year.
Susan Boykin will soon be
contacting individual participants for biographical material to be used in publicity for
the Sale. Be ready to tell her
interesting things about your
life as a weaver.
Fonns and a copy of all
rules will be mailed with the
next newsletter in late August
....but don't wait until then to
start working on your inventory! Plan now to make extra
of those holiday gift items

that always sell, as well as the
spectacular pieces that display
our craft to the world. When
you warp for a scarf or shaw~
make an extra one or two.
Put on warp for 10 towels
instead of 2. Bead an extra
bracelet or patch to be sewn
on a jacket. Try that pattern
or technique you saw in
Handwoven ...ifyQY don't
like it when it's done, you
can be sure someone else will
treasure it.
Plan now to participate
in the 2005 Holiday Sale!

